
DRC VENTURES: Cultivating Change to Leave the 
World  Healthier for Generations to Come

ultivating change is what Dr. Christina Rahm is all about when it comes to helping people, animals, and environment initiatives. 

A myriad of  entities and individuals—politicians, lobbyists, social service organizations, medical institutions and even not-for-

profits—consistently state they are working for the betterment of  cultivating positive change. A great concept. A difficult concept. 
A challenging concept. Though what REALLY constitutes change? Change by definition is replacing “something” or substituting 
one “thing” for another that is better, cleaner, healthier, more sustainable, and potentially more suitable for everyone. 

DRC Ventures is Dr. Rahm’s vehicle to cultivate such “change.”  Rahm is a multi-talented psychologist, scientific formulator, 
entrepreneur, patent innovator, humanitarian, artist, mother of  four and author. This new “venture” is designed to become a 
global catalyst for conservation efforts to make the world better environmentally; to leave it healthier for generations to come. 

DRC Ventures overall mission is to create sustainable solutions that challenge the status quo creatively, scientifically, and 
artistically; to create products to support the health of  individuals, animals, and the earth, with environmental attention also 
paid to land, air, and water conservation. 

Dr. Rahm’s undertaking is nothing short of  genuine: “We are committed to creating safer, healthier, and happier lifestyles on 
a global scale—to help all of  us, our animals, and the earth alike, while not settling with what society has ‘prescribed’ for us,” a 
theory discussed in her book, “Cure The Causes.”  

DRC Ventures will launch a luxury skincare line titled Ella Pure, under The Root Brands, a worldwide nutraceutical company. 
This line has all-natural skincare products specifically designed to reverse the effects of  aging, brighten dulled skin, is 100-percent 
organic and cruelty free. Additional products under Ella Pure will include toothpaste, shampoo, conditioner, and deodorant. 

Another launch for DRC Ventures will be Merci Dupre Clothiers, which will host a couture line and be the ultimate 

in luxury eco-fashion and environmental protection. This unique line of  “Enviremware” clothing hosts protected coating 
with innovative nano-biotech coating technology built in. This revolutionary new form of  apparel offers an unbeatable 
barrier against hazardous toxins such as EMF radiation, heavy metals, viruses, bacteria, parasites, fungus, while supporting 

non-exposure of  radio frequency electromagnetic particles from 5G. 

DRC Ventures will also include a partnership with Bill & Coo, a couture luxury pet and human fashion brand, also 
hosting nano-biotech technology. This venture will specialize in creating matching sets of  eco-friendly clothing for you 

and your furry family member. 

Rahm Roast is one more innovative product to launch by DRC Ventures. Formulated by Dr. Rahm, Rahm Roast employs 

a trade secret method to extract toxins, bacteria, and fungus from coffee and will be the first product on the market of  its kind. 
Finally, Rahm Pharma will also be under the DRC Ventures umbrella, formulating synergistic techniques combining 

pharmaceutical and nutraceutical patented innovations. 

Dr. Rahm, also a product formulator of  The Root Brands, emphasizes patented technologies, superb quality with the highest 
level of  ingredients utilized for her skincare formulations, coffee products, and environmentally friendly clothing lines. 

The philanthropic arm of  DRC Ventures is The Rahm Foundation, which promotes educational and career opportunities for 

women, children and minority populations while providing more suitable outcomes for animals. The Foundation has provided 

support for scholarships, internships, and mentoring programs through the UN Women for Peace Association, Tennessee 
Voices, and The Treasured Foundation. 

More information on Dr. Rahm and her innovative approach to environmental causes can be found at 

www. drcventures.com.


